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Abstract. Graph databases offer a very flexible data model. We present
the approach of static code analysis using graph databases. The main
stage of the analysis algorithm is the construction of ASG (Abstract
Source Graph), which represents relationships between AST (Abstract
Syntax Tree) nodes. The ASG is saved to a graph database (like Neo4j)
and queries to the database are made to get code properties for analysis.
The approach is applied to detect and exploit Object Injection vulnerability
in PHP web-applications. This vulnerability occurs when unsanitized
user data enters PHP unserialize function. Successful exploitation of this
vulnerability means building of “object chain”: a nested object, in the
process of deserializing of it, a sequence of methods is being called leading
to dangerous function call. In time of deserializing, some “magic” PHP
methods (__wakeup or __destruct) are called on the object. To create
the “object chain”, it’s necessary to analyze methods of classes declared
in web-application, and find sequence of methods called from “magic”
methods. The main idea of author’s approach is to save relationships
between methods and functions in graph database and use queries to the
database on Cypher language to find appropriate method calls. Also,
some unobvious ways of calling other PHP “magic” methods, which help
to find more appropriate “object chains” are considered. The approach
was successfully tested on the vulnerability CVE-2014-1860 discovered
in Contao CMS.
Keywords: static analysis · graph database · Cypher · PHP · Object
injection
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Introduction

Graph databases are used in many areas like bioinformatics [1], social networks
[2], chemistry [3], and static code analysis [4]. A graph database (over a countably
infinite set of labels Σ) is a pair G = (V, E) where V is a finite set of nodes,
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E ⊆ V × Σ × V is a finite set of edges. There are two basic ways to explore
and graphically depict connected data: Resource Description Framework (RDF)
triple stores and labeled property graphs.
The abstract RDF syntax is a set of triplets called an RDF graph. An RDF
triplet contains three components: a subject that is an URI reference or an empty
node; predicate, which is an URI reference; an object that is an URI reference,
literal, or empty node. RDF triplet written in order: subject, predicate and
object. A predicate is also known as a triplet property. An RDF graph is a set
of RDF triplets. A set of RDF graph nodes is a set of subjects and objects of
triplets of a graph.
The property graphs are graphs in which attributes (properties) are assigned
to edges and/or vertices of the graph. A database in a graph model is a graph
whose vertices and edges are typed. A vertex or edge type is a collection of
attributes (properties) attributed to a vertex or edge.
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Graph search queries in terms of formal languages

One of the major problems, related with graph databases, is to find specific
paths in it. A path in graph G is a sequence p = (v0 , a1 , v1 )...(vn−1 , an , vn ) of
edges of G. Constraints on the paths can be expressed in several ways: conjuctive
queries, shortest path queries, in terms of formal languages.
Constraints in terms of regular languages are used to search patterns in
graph. The regular expressions for an alphabet Σ are defined by the following
form: E ::= ∅ | ε | a |(E ◦ E)|(E + E)|E ∗ , where a ∈ Σ. If E is a regular
expression then L(E) is a regular language. A regular path query (RPQ) is an
r
expression of the form x −
→ y where x and y are variables and r is regular
expression over Σ. Let r be a regular expression and G be a graph. A path
p = (v0 , a1 , v1 )...(vn−1 , an , vn ) in G matches r, if a1 a2 ...an ∈ L(r).
Context-free languages also can be used as constraints. A context-free grammar
G can be defined as 4-tuple: G = (V, T, P, S) where V is a finite set of nonterminals
containing S, T is finite set of terminals, P is a set of production rules in the
form of α → β where α ∈ V and β ∈ (V ∪ T )*, and S is start symbol. An answer
to a context-free path query (CFPQ) is usually a set of triples (A, m, n) such
that there is a path from the node m to the node n, whose labeling is derived
from a non-terminal A ∈ V of the given context-free grammar.
For example, let’s consider the following context-free grammar: S → aSa and
S → bSb. This grammar generates the language of even-length palindromes.
a
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Fig. 1: Graph with path accepted by language L = {wwR , w ∈ {a, b}*}
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Context-free path queries are more expressive, than regular path queries, but
such type of queries is not real-time and requires large amounts of memory [12].
Another way to increase the expressiveness of regular parh queries is conjunctive
regular path queries. A conjunctive regular path query (CRPQ) is an expression
a1
an
of the form ∃z ((x1 −→
y1 ) ∧ ... ∧ (xn −−→
yn )) where z is a tuple of variables
from {x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn } and ri is an RPQ over Σ for i ∈ [n]. A conjunctive
a1
an
query over graph is an expression of the form: ∃z ((x1 −→
y1 ) ∧ ... ∧ (xn −−→
yn ))
where z is a tuple of variables from {x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn } and {a1 , ..an } ∈ Σ.
Conjunctive queries (and even first-order queries) on graphs are limited, they
can only express ”local” properties.
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Path querying algorithms

Most existing graph querying languages, including SPARQL [5], Gremlin
[6], Cypher support only regular languages as constrains. There are several
approaches for evaluating RPQ: approach based on mapping to finite automaton
[7] and on searching for rare labels and starting breadth-first search [8].
Algorithms for evaluating conjunctive regular path queries are studied in [9], [10].
cfSPARQL [11] is the single known graph query language to support context-free
path constraints. The most of context-free path query evaluation algorithms are
based on extending the known context-free parse techniques to the graph input.
GSSLR algorithm [13] is based on Tomita recognizer, subgraph queries algorithm
[14] uses Early parser, context-free path querying with structural representation
of result [15] is based on generalized top-down parsing algorithm (GLL). Also,
algorithm, introduced in [17], constructs annotated grammar in order to evaluate
context-free path query. Algorithm in [16] is desighned to use fast boolean matrix
multiplication and GPU.
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Graph databases in static code analysis

One of the important usages of graph data models is a static code analysis. Static
analysis is a proven approach for detecting mistakes in the source code early in
the development cycle. Since static analysis does not compile or run the code,
it can be applied at an early state of development. This section investigates the
usage of graph databases in static code analysis tools.
Graph-based analysis of JavaScript source code repositories [18] detects
deadcode, potential division by zero, and other mistakes using Neo4j graph
databases and openCypher for evaluating regular path queries.
GREENSPECTOR [21] uses Neo4j and Cypher query language for finding
coding mistakes in a special graph data model called “call graph” via patternmatching.
Wiggle [22] is a prototype graph-model code-query system. It performs
such kinds of analysis like exploring type hierarchy, override hierarchy, type
attribution, method call graph and data flow analysis.
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Class-Graph [23] uses Neo4j and Cypher query language to collect structural
insights about Java projects and to store, compute and visualize a variety of
software metrics and other types of software analytics (method call hierarchies,
transitive clojure, critical path analysis, volatility and code quality).
Paper [24] presents an approach to detect behavioral design patterns from
source code using static analysis techniques. This approach used Neo4j and uses
graph query language Gremlin for doing graph matching to perform structural
analysis, behavioral analysis, semantic analysis, Program Dependence Analysis,
Control Dependence Analysis and Data Dependence Analysis.
jQAssistant [25] is a static code analysis tool using the graph database Neo4j
and Cypher query language. It is used for detection of constraint violations,
generating reports about user defined concepts and metrics, deetecting common
problems like cyclic dependencies or tests without assertions in Java projects.
jQAssistant allows definition of rules and automated verification during a build
process. Rules can be expressed as Cypher queries.
Joern [26] analyzes a code base using a robust parser for C/C++ and represents
the entire code base by one large property graph stored in a Neo4j graph
database. This allows code to be mined using complex queries formulated in the
graph traversal languages Gremlin and Cypher. Exploring program structure,
call graph, data flows, methods, types and other can be performed by Joern
tool.
NAVEX [27] combines dynamic analysis that is guided by static analysis
techniques in order to automatically identify vulnerabilities and build working
exploits. It uses extention of Joern for PHP language to find vulnerabilities via
searching the enhanced code property graph using Gremlin queries and Neo4j
graph database.

5

Static code analysis problem

To extract information for static analysis, it is necessary to present the program
code in the form of AST (Abstract Syntax Tree). Next, the syntax tree is
translated into a graph representation - ASG (Abstract Semantic Graph),
for this it is necessary to complete the information from AST with semantic
information. The resulting graph structure that accomodates the information,
would be a direct representation of packages, classes, interfaces, types, methods,
fields and containing relationships like dependencies, containment, calls,
coverage, etc. Queries are made to the constructed graph to retrieve the
necessary code properties, for example, obtain functionDefinition relationships
to get a program call stack.
Source

AST

ASG

Graph Database

Query
Fig. 2: Flowchart of static analysis engine
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Proposed Approach

It is proposed to apply this approach for searching and exploiting of the Object
Injection vulnerability in PHP web applications. Object Injection attack is
part of the OWASP [19] vulnerability classification. The vulnerability arises
when unsanitized user data enters the PHP unserialize function. The result of
exploiting the vulnerability is to build a string with a chain of serialized PHP
objects. In order to successfully exploit a PHP Object Injection vulnerability
two conditions must be met:
• The web-application must have a class which implements a PHP magic
method (such as __wakeup or __destruct) that can be used to carry out
malicious attack
• All of the classes used during the attack must be declared when the
unserialize() function is being called
To exploit this vulnerability, we need to do static analysis of declared classes in
web-application code. During static analysis, we build a class hierarchy based on
the inheritance of each class. All defined methods, properties and class constants
are transformed to data symbols and stored in the analysis environment. When
analyzing the code of declared methods, it is necessary to take into account these
object-oriented features in PHP [20]:
• Object-sensitive Methods: __set_state(), __sleep(),
__clone(), __toString(), __construct()
• Field-sensitive Methods: __get, __set, __isset, __unset
• Invocation-sensitive Methods: __call, __callStatic
• Calls using keywords: parent::, self::, static::

__invoke(),

Let’s consider an example of the class with __wakeup method, which has ”new”
operator in it’s code. __construct method of Vuln class is called and arbitrary
file is unlinked.
class Vuln {
public function __construct($file) {
unlink($file);
}
}
class test {
public function __wakeup() {
$this->a = new Vuln($this->test);
}
}
unserialize('O:4:”test”:1:{s:4:”test”;s:13:”/tmp/test.php”;}');
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In the following example non-existent method call in __destruct leads to __call
method being executed:
class method_test {
public function __call($name, $arguments) {
echo ”call '$name' ” . implode(', ', $arguments). PHP_EOL;
unlink($this->file);
}
public function __destruct() {
$this->notexisting(1,2,3);
}
}
unserialize('O:11:”method_test”:1:{s:4:“file”;s:13:”/tmp/test.php”}');
For each method, it is performed a check for possible other method calls and
”dangerous” functions. Using this information we can create object injection
chains. It is necessary to take into account some unobvious ways to call PHP
”magic” methods, when analyzing web-application source codes. It helps to
find additional relationships between method calls and build proper ”object
chain”. No one of the previously reviewed open-source projects solves the task
of searching PHP object injection vulnerability.
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Implementation

Constructing AST from source codes is done using nikic’s PHP-Parser utility
[28]. Each AST node is an object of class representing this node. Obtaining
relationships is done by calling ”traverse” method of an object of NodeTraverser
class, declared in PHP-Parser.
$nodeTraverser = new PhpParser\NodeTraverser;
$nodeTraverser->addVisitor(new ChangeMethodNameNodeVisitor);
$traversedNodes = $nodeTraverser->traverse($nodes);
All constructed nodes are bypassed, and there is done a check whether the node
is the object of some class:
– Class_ - represents AST of whole declared class.
– ClassMethod - represents AST of class method code.
– MethodCall - represents AST corresponding to method call inside other
methods.
– FuncCall - represents AST corresponding to function call inside other
methods.
Information is extracted from nodes, saved into CSV files and imported into
Neo4j database. Methods and functions are represented using nodes labeled
”Method” and ”Function” and linked by relationship named ”CALLS”. Nodes
labeled ”Method” have properties: name - method name, class_name - name
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of the class where method is declared. ”Function” nodes have the following
properties: name - function name, vuln (indicates that it is ”dangerous” function,
True or False). ”CALLS” relationship stores class field that calls the method in
it’s property. Relationships between method and function calls are created by
the following queries written on Cypher language:
MATCH (n1:Method),(n2:Method) WHERE n1.class_name=line[0]
AND n1.name=line[1] AND n2.name=line[3]
MERGE (n1)-[r:CALLS {property:line[2]}]->(n2)''')
MATCH (n1:Method),(n2:Function) WHERE n1.class_name=line[0]
AND n1.name=line[1] AND n2.name=line[2]
MERGE (n1)-[r:CALLS {property:''}]->(n2)''')
To obtain a sequence of method calls, we execute a query to the database:
MATCH p = (a: Method) - [r: CALLS * 0..10] -> (b: Function {vuln: True})
WHERE a.name IN ['__wakeup', '__destruct'] RETURN p
This query returns all paths in graph database from nodes representing method
with the ”magic” name (__destruct / __wakeup) to nodes representing
dangerous function (marked with property ”vuln” equal to ”True”).
For demonstrating the approach, we took Contao CMS with vulnerability
CVE-2014-1860 [29] and obtained a sequence of method calls leading to PHP
unlink function being called with an arbitrary file name as an argument.

Fig. 3: CVE-2014-1860 methods call graph
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Conclusion

Summing up, we propose method for static code analysis of scripts written in
PHP programming language. We create graph database that stores relationships
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between code properties. Using this information creation of object injection
chains is done. Further work may consist in applying an approach to searching
deserialization vulnerabilities in application code with frameworks in Java
(Weblogic, Tomcat, Spring) or .NET. (Nancy, Breeze), and reducing time
complexity of graph database queries using context-free path queries.
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